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**Care for the Older Adult in the Emergency Department**

All articles from *Clinics in Geriatric Medicine*, volume 34, issue 3.

Bell, Daniel, et al.  [*Care of Geriatric Patients with Advanced Illnesses and End-of-Life Needs in the Emergency Department.*]

Bessey, Laurel J, et al.  [*Behavioral Health Needs of Older Adults in the Emergency Department.*]

Carpenter, Christopher R, et al.  [*Older Adult Falls in Emergency Medicine—A Sentinel Event.*]

Dresden, Scott M, et al.  [*Common Medication Management Approaches for Older Adults in the Emergency Department.*]

Gleason, Lauren J, et al.  [*Older Adult Emergency Department Pain Management Strategies.*]

Hogan, Teresita M. & Malsch, Aaron, RN.  [*Communication Strategies for Better Care of Older Individuals in the Emergency Department.*]

Melady, Don and Perry, Adam.  [*Ten Best Practices for the Older Patient in the Emergency Department.*]

Perry, Adam, et al.  [*An Approach to the Older Patient in the Emergency Department.*]

Rosen, Tony, et al.  [*Identifying and Initiating Intervention for Elder Abuse and Neglect in the Emergency Department.*]

Theou, Olga, et al.  [*Older Adults in the Emergency Department with Frailty.*]

Vollbrecht, Marsha, et al.  [*Systems-Based Practice to Improve Care Within and Beyond the Emergency Department.*]
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